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Author Akutra-Ramses Atenosis Cea takes readers on a thought-provoking journey in his 

top-rated science fiction book "Spidersilk" 

 

"Spidersilk," now available in leading digital stores globally, revolves around Mark Khiop, a 

digital game programmer with an impressive imagination that allows him to develop obsessive 

computer games and interact with other worlds. 
 

 

Author Akutra-Ramses Atenosis Cea brings a story that would keep readers on their toes and 

keep their minds thinking in his highly-rated science fiction book, "Spidersilk." 
 

The story revolves around Mark Kheops, a tech-savvy video game developer who has a secret 
ability to link to entangled worlds. Mark is on a mission to foil the plans of abducting intruders 
while examining other worlds. 

 

In Spidersilk, Akutra was able to weave a schematic logic that takes a dive into the fringes of 

reality in ways that are within the realm of possibility. 
 

In a review, Grady Harp loved how Washington State author Akutra-Ramses Atenosis Cea's 

novel Spidersilk includes fringe sciences mixed with modern technology. 

https://www.amazon.com/Spidersilk-Akutra-Ramses-Atenosis-Cea/dp/1466986166


 

"Though there is little information about his background, this debut novel places him in the 

ascendency as a science fiction novelist of note. Few writers have been able to incorporate the 

growing obsession with video games and AI with the skill of Akutra Ramses.  "The  concept of 

the interactive video game story is quickly becoming the popular entertainment and will continue 

to do so since we are only in the beginning stages of development," Harp wrote in a review. 

 

On the other hand, Phil Bolos, another reader, commended how Spidersilk took readers into new 

worlds and new where anything seems possible, and any dream or nightmare could come around 

the corner at any time. 
 

"I really enjoyed the idea of this story and the way the events unfolded. Mark is a highly talented 

video game designer who has a secret. He has a connection that allows him to travel to other 

worlds and hunt down intruders who are up to no good. Helping him along the way is an army of 

spiders that he can control while he is doing his interdimensional job," writes Phil. 
 

Julius Z., meanwhile, said at first, readers would wonder what in the world they are getting into. 

However, after they catch the idea of what is taking place, they would not be able to put the book 

down. 

 

"To define one genre and stick it to this book is impossible. There are so many elements blended 

and intertwined that just need to get along with the flow of things. You will be presented with so 

many dimensions and changes through our known reality and the world of dreams. As the story 

moves forward, there will be moments where you will ask yourself which world is the one you're 

traveling at the moment, as reality is distorted and twisted the more you read and dreams seems 

safer," Julius wrote. 

 

Akutra Ramses grew up exploring the world with no permanent residence. Akutra immersed 
himself in various journeys globally, where he experienced many cultures. 

 

Upon his return to the USA, Akutra's became a software developer, ultimately obtaining multiple 
college degrees, including a master's in Technology Leadership. 

 

Those who want to grab a copy of Spidersilk by author Akutra-Ramses Atenosis Cea may 

purchase it on Amazon and Barnes and Noble. Moreover, to those who are looking for more 

content from author Akutra Ramses Atenosis Cea, should look out for his upcoming short film 

that will be available to the public for viewing soon. 

 

Bookside Press, a leading Canada-based company, has led the pack in bringing out Akutra's 

engaging book to the public, providing many authors exclusive access to publicity. 
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